Exhibit 35
EYES ONLY - ON ABU ZUBAYDAH AS OF 1900 HOURS (LOCAL TIME) 26 JULY 2002

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Subject: EYES ONLY - ON ABU ZUBAYDAH AS OF 1900 HOURS (LOCAL TIME) 26 JULY 2002
Date: 10/23/2006 4:14:39 PM

1. ACTION REQUIRED: PLEASE ENSURE THAT SUBSTANTIVE PORTIONS OF INFORMATION BELOW ARE SHARED WITH FBI HQS MARKED ATTENTION:

2. OVERALL STATE OF PLAY: FOLLOWING ON THE PREVIOUS DAY'S
EYES ONLY - IN ABU ZUBAYDHAH AS OF 1900 HOURS (LOCAL TIME) 26 JULY 2002

TALK-THROUGH, IC SERE PSYCHOLOGISTS CONDUCTED A WALK-THROUGH REHEARSAL WITH SECURITY STAFF, WITH FULL COMPLEMENT OF TEAM OBSERVING, WHICH CHOREOGRAPHED MOVING ABU ZUBAYDHAH (SUBJECT) IN AND OUT OF THE LARGE AND SMALL CONFINEMENT BOXES, AS WELL AS USE OF THE WATER BOARD. WHILE APPROVAL PROCESS FOR USE OF THE WATER BOARD IS PENDING WE THOUGHT IT PRUDENT TO INCLUDE THIS IN OUR DRESS REHEARSAL. RESPONSE TO FORMAL APPROVAL FOR SELECTED PORTIONS OF THE NEXT PHASE OF INTERROGATIONS.

3: ATMOSPHERICS/BEHAVIORAL COMMENTS: SUBJECT IS CURRENTLY IN DAY 38 OF THE ISOLATION PHASE. DURING THE NIGHT AND DAY, THE GENERAL ROUTINE INCLUDED EATING BEANS AND RICE (AUGMENTED BY VITAMINS), DRINKING WATER AND ENSURE, WALKING ABOUT HIS CELL, STRETCHING HIS BACK, SINGING, PRAYING, AND SLEEPING. OVERALL, SUBJECT CONTINUES TO APPEAR QUITE BORED AND HIS SITUATION REMAINS UNCHANGED. HE SHOWED NO SIGNS OF SEVERE EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.

4. THREAT UPDATE: NO NEW THREAT INFORMATION TO REPORT.

5. MEDICAL UPDATE: CONDITION STABLE. DRESSING CHANGE TOOK PLACE AT 1030 HOURS. WOUND CONTINUES TO HEAL WELL. NO SIGNS OF INFECTION.
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